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PatterningThe development of the vertebrate hindbrain requires multiple coordinated signals which act via several
pathways. One such signal is Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), which is necessary for the patterning of a major
transcription factor in the hindbrain, Krox20. However, in the chick, it is still not known which speciﬁc FGF
ligand is responsible for the regulation of Krox20 and how the signal is dispatched. The most characterized
signaling pathway which FGF acts through in the nervous system is the MAPK/Erk1/2 pathway.
Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of the hindbrain distribution of various components of this pathway has
not been fully described. In this study we present a comprehensive atlas of the FGF ligands, receptors and
members of the MAPK/Erk1/2 signaling components in subsequent stages of avian hindbrain development.
Moreover, we show that FGF is a major signaling pathway that contributes to the activation of ERK1/2 and
expression of the downstream targets Pea3 and Erm. Central to this study, we provide multiple evidence that
FGF3 is required for the upregulation of Pea3 that in turn is necessary for Krox20 distribution in
rhombomeres 3 and 5. These results show for the ﬁrst time that Pea3 mediates the FGF3 signal to regulate
the hindbrain expression of Krox20.nfeld).
ll rights reserved.© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Members of the ﬁbroblast growth factor (FGF) soluble proteins are
fundamental during central nervous systemdevelopment. FGF signaling
is required at early neural induction when ectodermal cells acquire
neural rather than epidermal fates (De Robertis and Kuroda, 2004;
Delaune et al., 2005; Furthauer et al., 2004; Stern, 2002), and later in the
maintenance of neural progenitors at the caudal spinal cord and in the
hindbrain where it is needed to remain undifferentiated (Akai et al.,
2005; Gonzalez-Quevedo et al.). Moreover, FGF signals are necessary for
the differentiation of distinct classes of neurons located at deﬁned
positions within the neural tube (Jessell, 2000) and contribute to the
proliferation of dorsal neuronal cell types (Lee and Jessell, 1999). FGFs
are also implicated in the formation of regional identities along the brain
anteroposterior (AP) axis, such as at the forebrain, mesencephalon and
mid-hindbrain boundary (Anderson et al., 2002; Ohkubo et al., 2002;
Shimogori et al., 2004).
In order for FGFs to transmit their signal they bind to one of four
FGF receptors (FGFR), members of the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)
family (Eswarakumar et al., 2005; Powers et al., 2000). Each receptor
has various splice variants thereby creating multiple receptor-typeswhich bind different FGF molecules with varying afﬁnities. Upon
binding of the FGF ligand to its speciﬁc receptor, three different
signaling cascades can be initiated: the MAPK/Erk1/2 pathway, the
phospholipase C gamma pathway and the phosphatidylinositol-3-
kinase pathway (Eswarakumar et al., 2005). To date, the most
characterized pathway in vertebrate development through which
FGF dispatches its signal is the MAPK/Erk1/2 cascade. This pathway
leads to the activation of Erk1/2 which, in turn, transcribes nuclear or
cytoplasmic factors. Some such factors include Erm and Pea3
(members of the Ets family of transcription factors), Sef, Spred and
Mkp3 (Harduf et al., 2005; Lunn et al., 2007; Roehl and Nusslein-
Volhard, 2001; Sivak et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Tsang and Dawid,
2004). While the Ets proteins further transduce the FGF signaling
pathway, the latter three modulate the signal by acting as negative
regulators at various levels of the MAPK/Erk1/2 cascade.
Roles for FGFs have been also described in the development of the
early hindbrain (Aragon et al., 2005; Marin and Charnay, 2000; Maves
et al., 2002; Walshe et al., 2002; Weisinger et al., 2008; Wiellette and
Sive, 2003; Wiellette and Sive, 2004). The hindbrain is transiently
subdivided along its AP axis into repetitive segments, the rhombomeres,
each a cell lineage-restricted compartment with a distinct genetic
identity (Fraser et al., 1990; Lumsden, 2004; Lumsden and Krumlauf,
1996). Hindbrain segmentation is paramount for a range of segmental
processes such as the migration of neural crest cells (Graham and
Lumsden, 1996b; Trainor and Krumlauf, 2000) and the formation of
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identities of rhombomeres are provided by the combinatorial
expression of transcription factors such as Hox family members,
Krox20 and Kreisler/MafB (Barrow et al., 2000; Giudicelli et al., 2003;
Giudicelli et al., 2001; Krumlauf et al., 1993; Manzanares et al., 2002;
Moens et al., 1996; Schneider-Maunoury et al., 1997; Voiculescu et al.,
2001). Moreover, some of these transcriptional regulators are
upstream to others, such as Krox20 which induces the expression of
Hoxa2 and Hoxb2 (Maconochie et al., 2001; Manzanares et al., 2002;
Manzanares et al., 1999). The accurate formation of hindbrain
segments is also critical for later brainstem functioning. For instance,
absence of Krox20 is lethal to newborns due to a defected respiration
rhythm, caused by a general hypoplasia in brainstem nuclei (Blanchi
and Sieweke, 2005; Jacquin et al., 1996). Importantly, FGFs have been
shown to act in the upstream regulation of Krox20. In particular, in
zebraﬁsh embryos, FGF3 and FGF8 are expressed in rhombomere (r) 4
and work synergistically to regulate Krox20 expression in r5 (Marin
and Charnay, 2000; Maves et al., 2002; Walshe et al., 2002; Wiellette
and Sive, 2004). Similarly, data from general activation or blocking of
FGFs in the chick hindbrain revealed its necessity in the control of
Krox20 expression (Aragon et al., 2005; Marin and Charnay, 2000).
Moreover, our recent evidence suggested that segmental inhibition of
BMPs by follistatin controls the expression of FGF3 and Krox20 in the
hindbrain (Weisinger et al., 2008). However, much is still missing
regarding the exact FGF candidate/s that govern Krox20 patterning,
which receptors are activated by FGFs and how intracellular
components of this signaling pathway are distributed to contribute
to hindbrain pattern formation.
In this paper we focus on describing how the FGF signaling
pathway is expressed and activated by means of the MAPK/Erk1/2
cascade during several stages of avian hindbrain development, before
and during hindbrain segmentation. Here we present a detailed
spatio-temporal expression pattern of several FGF ligands, receptors
and MAPK/Erk1/2 downstream responses in the hindbrain of 4 to 20
somite-old embryos. We then show that the expression of the
downstream components reﬂects mainly the activation of the MAPK/
Erk1/2 pathway by FGF signaling and provide direct evidence as to
the involvement of FGF3 in activating this signaling pathway,
particularly Pea3, which then acts to regulate the expression of
Krox20 in the hindbrain. Together these data represent a step forward
in our understanding of how signaling cascades are implicated in
pattern formation of the embryonic brain.
Materials and methods
Embryos
Fertile Loman chick eggs were incubated at 38 °C until embryos
reached the desired somite-stage (ss). Before performing experimental
procedures, eggs were windowed and embryos were visualised by
injecting black ink below the blastodisc. Following manipulations,
embryos were incubated to the required stage, ﬁxed in 4% paraformal-
dehyde, dehydrated in 100% methanol, and stored at−20 °C.
In ovo electroporation
FITC-conjugated FGF3 or control antisense morpholino (MO)
oligonucleotides (GeneTools, OR USA) were diluted in PBS to a working
concentration of 2 mM. The sequences used are as follows: FGF3 MO:
5′-GCAGCAGGAGCCAGATCACGAGCAT-3′ Control MO: 5′-CCTCTTACCT-
CAGTTACAATTTATA-3′. RCAS plasmids, either without an insert, with a
dominant negative Pea3 sequence (dnPea3) or a full length Pea3
sequence (gifts from C. Tabin), were diluted in 10 mM Tris pH 8.5 to a
working concentration of 1 μg/μl. To all RCAS plasmids pCAGGS-IRES-
GFP vector was added at a ratio of 1:10 (GFP::RCAS). MO-oligonucleo-
tides or RCAS vectors were injected into the hindbrain lumen of 2–4ssembryos by using a pulled glass capillary. Following injection,
electrodes were placed either above and below the embryo to obtain
bi-lateral hindbrain electroporation or at both the left and right sides of
the hindbrain to obtain unilateral electroporation. Electroporation was
performed using a BTX 3000 electroporator with four 45-ms pulses of
16–18 V and pulse intervals of 300 ms (Itasaki et al., 1999).
Bead implantation
Heparin acrylic beads were soaked at 4 °C for 2 h in FGF3 (1 mg/ml)
(R&D systems, MN USA) diluted in PBS–0.3%BSA, or in PBS–0.3% BSA
solution as a control. AGX-100 beadswere soaked at room temperature
for 2 h in SU5402 (200 μM, Calbiochem, CA USA) or DMSO. Beads were
implanted in the hindbrain lumen of 2–4ss embryos, which were then
incubated for a further 3–20 h. Beads were removed prior to in situ
hybridization procedure.
Whole-mount in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as described
(Sela-Donenfeld et al., 1999) using probes for chick FGF3 (EST clone
812g6, MRC Geneservice), Krox20 (a gift from P. Charnay), FGF19
(a gift from H. Ohuchi), FGF10 (a gift from E. Tzahor), FGF4 and FGFR4
(a gift from C. Kalcheim), FGFR1,2,3 (a gift from E. Pasquale), Mkp3
(a gift from S. Keyes), Erm and Pea3 (a gift from M. Logan) and
Follistatin (Weisinger et al., 2008). The DIG labelled probes were
detected using NBT/BCIP as substrate (Roche, Basel Switzerland), as
described previously (Weisinger et al., 2008). Whole-mount immu-
nohistochemical localisation of proteins was carried out following
some in situ hybridization. Brieﬂy, embryos were incubated in PBS
with 0.1% Tween20, 5% goat serum for 2 h and then incubated with
the following antibodies overnight: rabbit anti-GFP (1:400, Molecular
Probes, CA USA) to detect GFP expression or sheep anti-ﬂuorescein, to
detect FITC-conjugated MO oligonucleotides (1:2000, Roche). Fol-
lowing PBS washes, anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated secondary antibody
(EnVision, Dako, Denmark) was added and embryos were stained
with AEC substrate system (Lab Vision, Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, CA
USA) to reveal HRP activity. Alternatively, embryos were stained with
Fast Red (Roche, Basel Switzerland) to reveal FITC-MO expressing
cells.
Whole-mount immunohistochemical localisation of dual phos-
phorylated (dp) Erk1/2 proteins was preformed as described
previously, (Corson et al., 2003) with minor modiﬁcations. Embryos
were ﬁxed in ovo with ice cold 8% PFA, dissected out and further
incubated in 8% PFA overnight at 4 °C. Thereafter embryos were
washed in PBS/0.5% NP40, dehydrated to 100% methanol and blocked
overnight in 5:1 methanol/H2O2. Embryos were rehydrated to PBS/
0.1% Triton (PBT), blocked overnight with 5% goat serum in PBT and
incubated with Erk1/2 (1:350, Cell signaling technology, DV, USA) for
1–5 days. Embryos were washed in PBT, re-blocked (as above),
incubated for 45 min with anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated antibody
(EnVision, Dako, Denmark) and washed extensively in PBT. To
visualize HRP, embryos were stained using AEC substrate system
(Lab Vision, Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, CA, USA).
RNA isolation, reverse transcription (RT) and quantitative real-time PCR
RNA was prepared from a pool of 3–5 chick hindbrains for control
or experimental procedures, using RNeasy plus micro kit (Qiagen,
Alameda, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer's protocol. Total
RNA (200 ng) was reverse transcribed in a ﬁnal volume of 20 μl using
a high-capacity cDNA reverse-transcription kit (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA) using oligo-dT/hexamer primers, at reaction
temperatures of 37 °C for 1.5 h and 85 °C for 5 min. For all the
experiments at least three biological repeats were performed.
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according to the manufacturer's protocols. 2 μl of cDNA template and a
speciﬁc primers for chicken Pea3 (Forward: CAGTTCCCCAGACAGGA-
CAG and reverse: GCCTGGTAGGCAGAGCTGTT) were used. Gene
expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene Gallus gallus
ribosomal 18 S using speciﬁc primers (Forward: TCCGATAACGAACGA-
GACTCT and reverse: CGGACATCTAAGGGCATCACA). The PCR was
performed using the Corbett Rotor-Gene 6000 (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany) with the following cycling protocol: 95 °C denaturation for
10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C denaturation (15 s), 60 °C
annealing (40 s), and 72 °C extension (30 s). At the end of the real-time
PCR, a melting curve was determined to verify the presence of a single
amplicon. The ampliﬁed PCR product was analyzed with the Rotor-
Gene 6000 series software. Relative quantiﬁcation of the Pea3 gene was
normalized to 18 s in the comparative CT method. The results are
presented as mean±SD of three duplicate runs from a representative
experiment.
Cell death detection assay
Cell death in whole mount embryos was detected by terminal
transferase UTP nicked end labelling (TUNEL) according to a modiﬁed
manufacturer's protocol (Roche, Basel Switzerland). Brieﬂy, embryos
were ﬁxed in 4% PFA for 1 h at room temperature, washed in PBS,
blocked in 3% H2O2 (in methanol) for 1 h at room temperature, and
again washed in PBS. Embryos were permeabilized (0.1% Triton, 0.1%
sodium citrate) on ice for 15 min and washed in PBS. Embryos were
assayed by TUNEL using In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit, POD (Roche,
Basel Switzerland). POD labelled cells were visualized using AEC
substrate system (Lab Vision Corporation, CA USA).
Results
Spatial and temporal analysis of FGF ligands
Previous data have shown the expression of several FGF ligands in
the hindbrain of different species (Gimeno andMartinez, 2007;Maves
et al., 2002; Powles et al., 2004; Shamim and Mason, 1999; Weisinger
et al., 2008; Wiellette and Sive, 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1989). Here we
wished to establish a more detailed spatio-temporal mapping of these
factors and to compare their distribution at different stages prior to,
and during, hindbrain segmentation, as a ﬁrst step in determining
which FGFs are the most likely candidates involved in avian hindbrain
development. To this end, we analyzed the expression pattern of FGF3
(Fig. 1A–D), FGF19 (Fig. 1E–H), FGF10 (Fig. 1I–K), FGF4 (Fig. 1L, M),
and FGF8 (data not shown). The ligand localization in presumptive
rhombomeres of pre-segmental hindbrains was estimated according
to morphological landmarks (pre- and post-otic sulci, otic placode)
(Trainor and Tam, 1995).
FGF3 is distributed in presumptive r4–r6 in embryos of 4 and 8ss
throughout their DV aspects (Fig. 1A, A′, B). From here on it becomes
more ventrally restricted (excluding the ventral most regions of the
hindbrain), and is progressively downregulated from the rhombo-
meres and upregulated at their borders; In 15ss embryos FGF3 is
expressed in r2, r4 and r6, is no longer apparent in r5, and is also
beginning to accumulate at the boundaries of r3/r4/r5 (Fig. 1C). In
20ss embryos FGF3 is downregulated from r2 but present in r4 and r6
(Fig. 1D) (Mahmood et al., 1995; Sela-Donenfeld et al., 2009;
Weisinger et al., 2008). Similar to FGF3, FGF19 also shows a dynamic
expression in the hindbrain (see also (Gimeno and Martinez, 2007;
Kurose et al., 2004)). In 4ss embryos FGF19 is seen in the mesoderm
underlying the hindbrain (Fig. 1E), however, it is not yet present in
the hindbrain itself (Fig. E′). In 8ss embryos FGF19 is expressed
throughout the DV portion of presumptive r4–r6 (Fig. 1F). In 12
somite embryos, FGF19 is still maintained in r4–6 and is beginning to
be apparent in the r4/r5 boundary. In addition, its DV expression hasnarrowed and has now become more ventral (Fig. 1G). In 18ss
embryos rhombomeric FGF19 expression remains in r4 and, to a much
lesser extent, in r2 and r6, while it is not apparent in r5 anymore. In
addition FGF19 expression is becoming notable in r3, r4, r5 boundaries
(Fig. 1H). Together, these analyses suggest that both ligands are
expressed in hindbrain rhombomeres and thus serve as likely
candidates to activate FGF signaling pathway at different stages of
development. Furthermore, in early hindbrain development the
expression of FGF3 in the hindbrain precedes that of FGF19, suggesting
that it may play a more prominent role in the induction of patterning.
However, later on, their general overlapping domains of expression
may indicate their combined activity, although the expanded DV and
AP distribution of FGF19 may suggest a broader role for FGF19 in
comparison to FGF3.
FGF10 and FGF4 were previously suggested to be expressed in the
mouse or chick hindbrain, respectively (Alvarez et al., 2003; Shamim
and Mason, 1999; Wright and Mansour, 2003; Zelarayan et al., 2007).
Our analysis of the expression of FGF10 reveals that, in contrast to the
mouse (Wright andMansour, 2003), FGF10 is excluded from the chick
hindbrain but found in neighboring areas; at 10ss embryos FGF10 is
expressed in the otic placode (Fig. 1I), in embryos of 15 somites it is
also found in the branchial arches 3 and 4 (Fig. 1J), and by 20 somites,
an additional FGF10 expression is evident in the trigeminal ganglia
(Fig. 1K). Concomitantly with FGF10, FGF4 is also expressed adjacent
to the hindbrain; in embryos of 10 somites, FGF4 is found in the otic
placode (Fig. 1L, L′), while in older embryos of 25ss it is also evident in
branchial arch 4 (Fig. 1M). Notably, our analysis showed no
expression of FGF4 in the caudal hindbrain, as opposed to Shamim
and Mason (1999) who reported FGF4 to be weakly expressed in the
posterior hindbrain of 3–6ss embryos. This variance may be due to
different hybridization sensitivities, although careful analysis of
Shamim and Mason reveals a much more profound FGF4 expression
adjacent to rhombomeres than in the hindbrain itself. Finally, FGF8
has previously been shown to be expressed in the mid-hindbrain
border as well as in the underlying branchial arches of chick embryos
(Haworth et al., 2007; Irving and Mason, 2000). Our analysis agrees
with this data and we did not ﬁnd FGF8 in the chick hindbrain at any
stage (data not shown), as opposed to the zebraﬁsh where FGF8 is co-
expressed with FGF3 in r4 (Maves et al., 2002; Walshe et al., 2002;
Wiellette and Sive, 2004).
Taken together, our examination of various FGF ligands demon-
strates that FGF3 and FGF19 are both dynamically expressed from
early to later stages of the hindbrain, suggesting that they may be key
players in its development. In addition, FGF8, FGF10 and FGF4 are
expresses in the vicinity of rhombomeres, suggesting that as secreted
factors they may also signal into the adjacent hindbrain.
Spatial and temporal analysis of FGF receptors
Four types of receptors, FGFR1–4, transduce FGF signaling. The
general expression of these receptors has previously been shown in the
avian hindbrain (Aragon and Pujades, 2009; Lunn et al., 2007; Walshe
andMason, 2000). However, a detailed description of their AP expression
within the different rhombomeres, as well as their distribution at the
stages between 10 and 20 somites, is lacking. In order to further elucidate
the domains where FGFRs are expressed in the hindbrain, we
systematically investigated the dynamics of the expression pattern of
FGFR1–4 over the span of 4ss to 20ss embryos. Note that ∼8ss and ∼15ss
embryos are not shown in this analysis since their expression patterns
were found to be very similar to embryos of 10ss and 20ss, respectively.
An analysis of FGFR1 shows that in 4ss embryos it is expressed
throughout the presumptive rhombomeres with the expression in
presumptive r4 being slightly elevated compared to the other segments.
In addition, the expression of FGFR1 is omitted from the dorsal-most
regions of the hindbrain (Fig. 2A, A′). Embryos of 10ss display more
profound segmental pattern along the AP axis, where it is expressed at a
Fig. 1. Expression of FGF3, FGF19, FGF10 and FGF4 in the avian hindbrain. In situ hybridization was carried out to detect the expression of FGF3 (A–D), FGF19 (E–H), FGF10 (I–K) and
FGF4 (L–M) at the stages indicated, shown either in whole mount embryos or in ﬂat mount preparations of the hindbrain. Dynamic segmental expression of FGF3 and FGF19 is
evident, at early stages in rhombomeres and later also in hindbrain boundary cells. FGF10 and FGF4 are not expressed in the hindbrain, but are expressed in the areas adjacent to the
hindbrain. Rhombomeres are numbered, probes are indicated and anterior is at the top. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), ﬂoor plate (FP), presumptive (PR).
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(Fig. 2B). In 20ss embryos, FGFR1 is still expressed more prominently in
r2, r4 and slightly in r6, and it is also becoming apparent at rhombomere
boundaries (Fig. 2C). Notably, at both stages, FGFR1 expression is
apparent throughout the entire DV axis of the even segments.
In contrast to FGFR1, FGFR2 expression is more restricted in the
hindbrain. At 4ss, FGFR2 is strongly expressed in the caudal parts of the
hindbrain (presumptive r5,6) and is also lightly expressed along the
entire dorsal most region of the hindbrain (Fig. 2D, D′). At embryos of
10 somites, FGFR2 is found in r4–r6 and much weaker in the more
rostral hindbrain. At both stages, FGFR2 distribution in the caudal
segments spans the entire DV width, with exception of the ﬂoor plate
(Fig. 2D′, E). In embryos of 20 somites, the expression of FGFR2 is
stronger in the dorsal sections of the hindbrain while being less
prominent in themore ventral parts. At this stage, FGFR2 is seen in r2–r4,
absent in r5, and then re-appears in the dorsal regions of r6 (Fig.2F).
Notably, FGFR2 is evident at high levels in the dorsal borders of r2–r4.
The distribution of FGFR3 seems to be very dynamic. In embryos
of 4 somites, FGFR3 is weakly expressed throughout the hindbrain(Fig. 2G, G′). Thereafter, in embryos of 10 somites FGFR3 expression
is upregulated in the rostral areas and is now expressed throughout
the DV aspect from the anterior hindbrain up to r3, while it remains
at much lower levels in the dorsal portion of r4 and caudally
(Fig. 2H). In 20 somite-old embryos, FGFR3 shifts to a more AP-
restricted pattern with an increased expression in r2, r4 and r6
(Fig.2I). Notably, in all of these segments FGFR3 transcripts are
evident at the entire DV axis.
FGFR4 mRNAs are very lightly present throughout the hindbrain
of 4ss embryos (Fig. 2J, J'). In 10ss embryos, FGFR4 is also
expressed throughout the hindbrain, although with a stronger
expression in r2–5 (Fig. 2K). In embryos of 20 somites, FGFR4 is still
expressed in all the hindbrain, although it seems to have a stronger
expression along the whole ventral portion of the hindbrain. In
addition, accumulation of FGFR4 at rhombomere borders is beginning
to be apparent (Fig. 2L).
Taken together, all the FGF receptors show dynamic distribution in
the embryonic hindbrain with each receptor having a unique AP and
DV expression pattern through the various stages shown.
Fig. 2. Expression of FGFRs 1–4 in the hindbrain. In situ hybridization was carried out to detect the expression of FGFR1 (A–C), FGFR2 (D–F), FGFR3 (G–I) and FGFR4 (J–L) at the stages
indicated, shown either in whole mount embryos or in ﬂat mount preparations of the hindbrain. A distinct segmental expression patterns for each FGFR is evident. Rhombomeres are
numbered, probes are indicated and anterior is at the top. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), ﬂoor plate (FP), presumptive (PR).
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In an additional step to study the speciﬁc location where FGF
functions in the hindbrain we analyzed the pattern of dpErk1/2
activity, which is a key player in the MAPK signaling cascade, knownto convey the FGF signal (Eswarakumar et al., 2005). In 4ss embryos
dpErk1/2 is expressed throughout the hindbrain (Fig. 3A, A′),
consistent with previous results (Aragon and Pujades, 2009; Lunn
et al., 2007). This general expression of dpErk1/2 throughout the
hindbrain is also seen in 10ss embryos (Fig. 3B) as well as in embryos
of 20 somites (Fig. 3C). In addition, in 20ss embryos dpErk1/2
Fig. 3. Expression of dpErk1/2,Mkp3, Erm and Pea3 and in hindbrain. In situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry was carried out to detect the expression of dpErk1/2 (A–C),
Mkp3 (D–F), Erm (G–J) and Pea3 (K–N) at the stages indicated, shown either in whole mount embryos or in ﬂat mount preparations of the hindbrain. A distinct segmental expression
patterns for each gene is evident. Whole embryos demonstrate the speciﬁcity of each probe. Rhombomeres are numbered, probes are indicated and anterior is at the top. Dorsal (D),
ventral (V), ﬂoor plate (FP), presumptive (PR).
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rather than in ventral parts and higher levels of dpErk1/2 are evident
in r1 as well as in r7 and caudally, compared to r2–r6 (Fig. 3C).
Since dpErk1/2 is responsible for the transcription of various
genes downstream of tyrosine-kinase receptors, we continued to
investigate the location where FGFs signal via the MAPK pathway by
analyzing the expression pattern of genes such asMkp3, Erm and Pea3.
In embryos of 4 somites,Mkp3 is expressed throughout the hindbrain
with a slightly stronger expression level in presumptive r4–r6
(Fig. 3D, D′). In embryos of 10 somites,Mkp3 is expressed in a narrow
dorsal domain of r2 and r3 but is more prominent in r4–r6, where it
also expands ventrally in an AP gradient (Fig. 3E). In 20 somite old
embryos Mkp3 remains along the dorsal portion of r2–r6 and in
addition, displays a speciﬁc segmental expression evident mainly in
the entire DV axis of r4 and r6 and at lower levers also in ventral r2
(Fig. 3F).
Analysis of the expression pattern of the Ets transcription factor
Erm reveals that in 4 somite old embryos Erm is lightly expressed
throughout the hindbrain (Fig. 3G, 3G′). In 10ss embryos, Erm is
evident in similar levels throughout r2–r6, with somewhat higher
levels in the dorsal portion of the hindbrain when compared to its
ventral domains (Fig. 3H). In 15ss embryos Erm is still expressed
throughout the hindbrain, however, a slightly higher segmental
expression is apparent in r2, r4 and r6 (Fig. 3I). In embryos of 20ss Erm
remains expressed in r2–r6, although its expression seems weaker in
the ventral and dorsal most portions of each rhombomere (Fig. 3J).
Notably, at the two latter stages examined it appears that Erm
transcripts are absent from rhombomere boundaries. Assessment of
the other Ets member, Pea3, reveals that it is evenly expressed
throughout the hindbrain of 4 somite old embryos, excluding the ﬂoor
plate (Fig. 3K, K′). In 10 somite old embryos Pea3 is still expressed
throughout the hindbrain. In addition, Pea3 expression is absent from
the dorsal-most part of the hindbrain and is expressed throughout the
ventral hindbrain not including the ﬂoor plate (Fig. 3L). In contrast, in
15ss embryos, pea3 is distributed in a more segmental fashion where
is it obvious in r2, r4 and r6, although present also at lower levels in r3
and r5. Furthermore, Pea3 continues to be absent from the dorsal and
ventral-most parts of the hindbrain (Fig. 3M). Similar segmental
distribution in even rhombomeres is evident in embryos of 20
somites, although a lower expression is also still seen in the dorsal
domains of r3, r5 (Fig. 3N). The expression pattern of two additional
factors downstream to FGF-MAPK signaling, Sef and Sprouty2, were
examined and were not expressed in the hindbrain (data not shown
and see also (Harduf et al., 2005)).
Taken together, these data serve to demonstrate that dynamic DV
and AP MAPK signaling is evident in the developing chick hindbrain,
that dpErk activity regions are broader than of some of its
downstream signals, and that the two Ets transcription factors are
distributed similarly but not identically in the different hindbrain
stages.
FGF signaling in the hindbrain contributes to the activation of the MAPK
pathway
We have shown the expression patterns of dpErk1/2, Erm, Pea3
and Mkp3 in the hindbrain, all of which represent MAPK activity
(Fig. 3). Since in addition to FGFRs, other tyrosine-kinase receptors
can activate MAPK signaling cascade, we next set to determine
whether the expression patterns we analyzed above reﬂects the
activation of FGF signaling in the hindbrain. These experiments were
performed by blocking FGFR activity in the hindbrains of embryos of
3–6ss using implantation of beads soaked in SU5402 (a pharmaco-
logical inhibitor of FGF signaling) or in DMSO as control, and analyzing
the expression of expression of dpErk1/2, Erm, Pea3 andMkp3 (Fig. 4).
Our results indicate that SU5402 treated embryos (Fig. 4B) presented
a clear decrease in the levels of dpErk1/2 (n=6/6) as compared tothe control (Fig. 4A, n=0/5). This result conﬁrms that FGF is
responsible for the main dpErk1/2 activity in the hindbrain. This
conclusion is further supported since Erm, Pea3 and Mkp3, were all
downregulated in the SU5402 treated embryos (Fig. 4D, F, H, n=6/6
for Erm, n=9/11 for Pea3, n=8/10 for Mkp3), as compared to their
relative controls (Fig. 4C, E, G, n=0/9 for Erm, n=1/9 for Pea3, n=0/
12 for Mkp3). Note that in embryos analyzed for dpErk1/2 and Erm,
treatment with SU5402 did not eliminate their expression. This could
reﬂect the activity of signals other that FGF in the hindbrain or could
be due to the effect of the SU5402 not being potent enough to abolish
all FGF activity. In order to rule out the possibility that the effect
received by the SU5402-soaked beads may be due to unspeciﬁc or
toxic effects we analyzed the expression of another gene, Follistatin,
which is known to be expressed in the hindbrain but not to be
regulated by FGF3 (Weisinger et al., 2008). Both control (Fig. 4I,
n=15/15) and SU5402 (Fig. 4J, n=15/15) treated embryos showed
similar expression of Follistatin. All together, these experiments
corroborate our and other's previous results (Aragon and Pujades,
2009; Lunn et al., 2007) and indicate that FGF activity in the hindbrain
is reﬂected by genes expressed in the MAPK signaling cascade.
FGF3 signals through Pea3 to pattern Krox20 expression in the hindbrain
In recent work, we suggested FGF3 to be a central candidate in
hindbrain patterning (Weisinger et al., 2008). In addition, here we
show that FGF3 precedes the expression of FGF19 in early hindbrain
development (Fig. 1), further suggesting an early role for FGF3. In light
of these data we next wanted to assess the direct contribution of FGF3
to the MAPK signaling pathway by examining whether manipulation
of FGF3 will affect the expression of one of its members, Pea3. We
implanted either, FGF3 soaked beads (Fig. 5B) or PBS/BSA soaked
beads as a control (Fig. 5A), into the lumen of 3–6ss embryos. After an
incubation of 20 h we analyzed the embryos for the expression of
Pea3. Our results showed that the expression of Pea3 in the FGF3-
treated embryos (n=16/16) was stronger than that of the control
(n=0/14). These results were conﬁrmed by quantitative PCR which
showed a two fold increase in Pea3 transcripts in hindbrains treated
with FGF3-soaked beads as opposed to the control (Fig. 5K). In a
contrasting approach, FITC-conjugated morpholino antisense oligo-
nucleotides (MO) directed against the 5′UTR of chick FGF3 sequence,
or a control FITC-conjugated MO, were electroporated into the
hindbrain of 3–6ss embryos and the expression of Pea3 was analyzed
18 h later. Pea3 expression was normal in embryos electroporated
with control MO (Fig. 5C, n=13/13), but greatly reduced in the
hindbrain of embryos electroporated with FGF3-MO (Fig. 5D, n=21/
21). Quantitative PCR analysis conﬁrmed these results by showing a
decrease in Pea3 transcripts in hindbrains treated with FGF3-MO
beads as opposed to the control (Fig. 5L). Note that since FGF3-added
embryos (Fig. 5B) had signiﬁcantly higher expression of Pea3
compared to the control (Fig. 5A), staining of the experimental and
control embryos was stopped much sooner than in the MO
experiment, resulting in a slightly weaker Pea3 staining in control
embryos in Fig. 5A compared to Fig. 5C. Next, we performed a rescue
experiment in which we repeated the MO-experiment and thereafter
added, either exogenous FGF3-soaked beads or control PBS beads, and
examined whether this reverses the MO effect on Pea3 expression.
While FGF3 MO electroporated embryos with PBS beads showed a
strong decrease in Pea3 expression (Fig. 5E, n=7/7), in agreement
with the previous experiment (Fig. 5D), addition of FGF3 protein to
embryos treated with FGF3-MO rescued the MO phenotype and
yielded higher levels of Pea3 expression (Fig. 5F, n=6/7). This result
supports the involvement of FGF3 in the regulation of Pea3 as well as
demonstrates the speciﬁc effect of the MO on Pea3. Notably, in many
cases the level of Pea3 expressionwas lowered even in domainswhich
did not contain FGF3-MO. This may be due to more cells expressing
FGF3-MO than our detection system can detect or it may also be
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intact hindbrains, and its concentration is limiting, such that FGF3
knockdown by the MO causes it to be less available also in areas that
are outside of the knockdown domain (see also (Weisinger et al.,
2008)). In order to further rule out the possibility that the effect
received by the electroporation of theMOmay be due to excessive cell
death we carried out two separate experiments. First, we used a
TUNEL assay, which showed that embryos electroporatedwith control
MO (Fig. 5G, n=4/4) or FGF3-MO (Fig. 5H, n=5/5) both have similar
amount of cell death. Second, we analyzed the expression of
Follistatin. Both control (Fig. 5I, n=6/6) and FGF3-MO (Fig. 5J,
n=6/6) electroporated embryos showed similar expression of
Follistatin. Together, these loss-and-gain of function data demonstrate
that FGF3 signals in the hindbrain and activates theMAPK pathway, as
evident through Pea3.
It has previously been shown that the expression of Krox20 is
downstream to FGF signaling (Aragon et al., 2005; Marin and Charnay,
2000; Maves et al., 2002; Walshe et al., 2002; Weisinger et al., 2008;
Wiellette and Sive, 2003). However, to date, which speciﬁc FGF ligand,
controls Krox20 upregulation in the avian hindbrain, and through
which type of signaling pathway, is not known. Based on our ﬁndings
that FGF3 activates MAPK pathway, we then went to determine
whether Krox20 is a target of FGF3. First, we show that FGF3 begins to
be expressed in the hindbrain in embryos as early as 2 somites
(Fig. 6A), which is before Krox20 onset of expression, that initiates at
about 4–5ss (Fig. 6B), (and see also (Giudicelli et al., 2003), ﬁtting
with the possibility that FGF3 may induce krox20. Next, we conﬁrmed
that Krox20 expression requires FGF signaling as also shown in (Marin
and Charnay, 2000; Weisinger et al., 2008)) since implantation of
SU5402 beads into the hindbrain of 4ss embryos led to a down-
regulation of Krox20 expression in r3 and r5 16 h later (Fig. 6D,
n=13/17), in contrast to control embryos where Krox20 expression
remained intact (Fig. 6C, n=10/10).
Next, to directly test whether Krox20 expression depends on FGF3
signal, embryos of 3–6 somites were electroporated with FGF3-MO
(Fig. 6H) or control-MO (Fig. 6G) and assessed for Krox20
distribution in the hindbrain. Our results demonstrate that the
expression of Krox20 was reduced in embryos where FGF3 activity
was knocked down (n=15/16) compared to the control (n=13/
13). As previously noted, we noticed that the level of Krox20
expression was lowered even in domains which do not contain FGF3-
MO. Possible explanations for this observation have been addressed
above. In an opposite approach to asses FGF3 role on Krox20, FGF3
(Fig. 6F) or PBS/BSA-soaked beads (Fig. 6E) were implanted into the
lumen of 3–6ss embryos to examine whether excess FGF3 affects
Krox20. We show that in the FGF3-treated embryos the expression
levels of Krox20 were higher than in the control (n=11/13 for
experiment and n=2/14 for control). To conﬁrm the speciﬁcity of
these results and to determine whether the loss of Krox20 expression
is reversible upon ectopic FGF3 addition, we performed a rescue
experiment in which embryos were electroporated with FGF3-MO
and, either control beads or FGF3-soaked beads were added. The
results show that embryos, in which exogenous FGF3 was added,
restored the Krox20 phenotype (Fig. 6J, n=8/8), while the
expression of Krox20 in FGF3-MO treated embryos was reduced
(Fig. 6I, n=10/10), similar to the effect shown in Fig. 6H. Together,
the results of gain-and loss-of function reveal that FGF3 is a necessary
signal to control the expression of Krox20 in the hindbrain.Fig. 4. FGF signaling activates the expression of dpErk1/2, Erm, Pea3 andMkp3. Embryos
implanted at ∼4ss with beads soaked in DMSO (A, C, E, G, I) or SU5402 (B, D, F, H, J),
incubated for 14 h (A–F, I, J) or 4 h (G, H), ﬁxed and stained for (A, B) dpErk1/2, (C, D)
Erm, (E, F), Pea3, (G, H)Mkp3 and (I, J) Follistatin. The expression of dpErk1/2, Erm, Pea3
andMkp3 is downregulated in SU5402 treated embryos compared to control, while that
of Follistatin remains the same in both treatments. Rhombomeres are numbered, probes
are indicated, localization of bead implantation is marked by ellipses and anterior is at
the top. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), ﬂoor plate (FP).
Fig. 5. Pea3 is activated by FGF3 signaling. In situ hybridization was carried out to detect the expression of Pea3, shown in ﬂat mount (A–F, I, J) or whole mount (G, H) preparations of the hindbrain. (A, B) Expression of Pea3 in the
hindbrain of embryos either implanted with FGF3- (B) or PBS/BSA- (A) soaked beads and incubated for a further 16–20 h. The FGF3-treated embryos show an increase in the expression of Pea3 compared to the control embryos.
(C, D) Expression of Pea3 in the hindbrain of embryos electroporated with FITC-conjugated control MO (C) or FGF3 MO (D) and incubated for 18 h prior to ﬁxation. Embryos electroporated with FGF3 MO show reduced or loss of Pea3
expression compared to control. (E, F) Expression of Pea3 in the hindbrain of embryos electroporated with FGF3 MO and thereafter either PBS- (E) or FGF3-soaked beads (F) were added. Embryos with both the electroporation and the
exogenous FGF3 treatment show a rescue of the Pea3 phenotype compared to embryos electroporated with FGF3-MO which did not receive FGF3 (G, H) TUNEL staining of embryos electroporated with control MO (G) or FGF3 MO (H).
Both treatments show similar amount of cell death (inserts in bottom right hand corner of panels G, H show the unilateral electroporation of the MO). (I, J) Expression of F ollistatin in the hindbrain of embryos electroporated with control
MO (I) or FGF3 MO (J). Both treatments show a similar expression of Follistatin. (K, L) Real-time PCR analysis of the expression levels of Pea3 in chick hindbrains treated with either control or FGF3-soaked bead (K) or with control-MO
and FGF3-MO (L), as in A–D. Pea3 transcription levels were normalized against 18 s. Transcript levels are increased after the exogenous addition of FGF3 (K), but decreased upon electroporation with FGF3-MO (L). The red staining
corresponds to MO expressing cells detected with anti-ﬂuorescein antibody, rhombomeres are numbered, probes are indicated, localization of bead implantation is marked by ellipses and anterior is at the top.
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890 K. Weisinger et al. / Developmental Biology 344 (2010) 881–895Our previous results demonstrated that Pea3 is downstream to FGF3
in the hindbrain (Fig. 5C, D) and that FGF3 controls Krox20 expression
(Fig. 6G, H). We therefore had to determine whether Pea3-mediated
FGF3 signaling is implicated in Krox20 upregulation. We chose to restrict
the dispatch of the FGF3 signal by electroporating 3–6ss embryos with an
RCAS plasmid containing either a Pea3 Ets domain fused to an Engrailed
sequence, which acts as a dominant negative Pea3 (dnPea3, Fig. 7B)
(Brent and Tabin, 2004) or an empty RCAS vector as a control (Fig. 7A). To
visualize the RCAS expression we co-electroporated both plasmids with
pCAGGS-IRES-GFP vector in 1:10 pCAGGA:RCAS ratio. Embryos electro-
porated with dnPea3 showed a dramatic decreased in the expression of
Krox20 (Fig. 7B, n=15/16) compared to the control embryos who
showed normal Krox20 expression in r3/r5 (Fig. 7A, n=11/11). Notably,
in many instances the effect of the dnPea3 construct was bilateral
although the electroporation was unilateral. This may be due to, either,
the production of the RCAS viruseswhich infects neighboring cells, or that
Pea3 activates an additional signal, which act in areas other than it itself is
expressed. In a contrasting approach, we electroporated an RCAS plasmid
containing the full Pea3 sequence (Fig. 7D). Here too co-electroporation
with a pCAGGS-IRES-GFP vector was performed in the same ratio stated
above. Embryos electroporated with Pea3 showed a stronger expression
of Krox20 (Fig. 7D, n=10/10) compared to the control (Fig. 7C, n=0/6).
To conﬁrm the speciﬁcity of pea3 activity on Krox20we next performed a
rescue experiment. Embryos were electroporated with either dnPea3
(Fig. 7E), full-length Pea3 (Fig. 7F) or co-electroporated with dnPea3+
Pea3 (Fig. 7G). As previously shown (Fig. 7B), Krox20 expression was
weak in embryos treated with dnPea3 (Fig. 7E, n=5/5), compared to
embryos electroporatedwith full-length pea3 (Fig. 7, n=10/10) andwas
restored in embryos electroporated with both dnPea3+Pea3 (Fig. 7G,
n=5/5). As expected, the rescuedKrox20 expressionwas not as strong as
embryos electroporated with the Pea3 construct (Fig 7F) due to the
opposing effects of the two vectors. As previously noted, we noticed that
the effect of the Pea3 construct was bilateral although the electroporation
was unilateral. Possible explanations for this observation have been
addressed above. Taken together, the above ﬁndings imply that, indeed,
theKrox20 expression in the hindbrain ismediated by FGF3 through Pea3
(Fig. 8B).Discussion
Comparison between the expression patterns of FGF signaling
components in relation to different developmental stages
A summary of the distribution of the various FGF signaling
components at consecutive stages prior to, and following, hindbrain
segmentation is presented in Fig. 8A. This detailed comparison
highlights novel issues regarding the actual sites of FGF signaling in
rhombomeres, the relationship between the expression patterns of
receptors and downstream factors, and the putative roles of theFig. 6. FGF3 is required for Krox20 expression. In situ hybridization was carried out to
detect the expression of FGF3 (A) and Krox20 (B–J), shown in whole mount (A, B) or ﬂat
mount preparations of the hindbrain (C–J). (A, B) 2ss embryo stained for FGF3 (A) and a
5ss embryo stained for Krox20 (B). (C, D) Embryos implanted with beads soaked in
DMSO (C) or SU5402 (D), incubated for 16 h, ﬁxed and stained for Krox20. Krox20 is
decreased in SU5402 treated embryos compared to control. (E, F) FGF3 expression in
the hindbrain of embryos implanted with PBS/BSA (E) or FGF3 (F) beads and incubated
for 16 h prior to ﬁxation. FGF3 treated embryos have higher levels Krox20 expression.
(G, H) Embryos electroporated with control-MO (G) or FGF3-MO (H). Krox20
expression is inhibited in FGF3-MO transfected embryos, but not in the control-MO.
(I, J) Embryos electroporated with FGF3-MO and thereafter either PBS (I) or FGF3-
soaked beads (J) were added. . Embryos with both FGF3-MO electroporation and
exogenous FGF3 treatment show a rescue of the Krox20 phenotype compared to
embryos electroporated with FGF3-MO only. The red staining corresponds to MO-
expressing cells detected with anti-ﬂuorescein antibody. Rhombomeres are numbered,
probes are indicated, localization of bead implantation is marked by ellipses and
anterior is at the top.
Fig. 7. Pea3 regulates the expression of Krox20. In situ hybridization was carried out to detect the expression of Krox20 shown in ﬂat mount preparations of the hindbrain. Embryos in
which pCAGGS-IRES-GFP was co-electroporated with (A, C) control RCAS vector, (B, E) RCAS-dnPea3, (D, F) RCAS-Pea3 or (G) RCAS-dnPea3+RCAS-Pea3. Embryos were allowed to
develop for 16 h. Embryos treated with dnPea3 (B) show a decrease in the expression of Krox20 as opposed to the control (A). Embryos expressing full-length Pea3 (D) show an
elevated expression of Krox20 as opposed to the control (C). Embryos electroporated with RCAS-dnPea3+full-length PEA3 show a rescue of the Krox20 phenotype (G) compared to
RCAS-dnPea3 only (E) or RCAS-Pea3 treated embryos (F). Expression in electroporated cells was detected with HRP-conjugated antibody (brown stain), rhombomeres are
numbered, probes are indicated and anterior is at the top.
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development, as described bellow.
Roles for FGF signaling in hindbrain patterning
Activation of FGF signaling in the hindbrain is implicated in
the establishment of regional identities. Blocking of FGFRs resulted in
loss of Krox20 and Kr/mafB expression in r3,r5 and r5,r6 respectively,
in the chick (Marin and Charnay, 2000; Weisinger et al., 2008) or
in elimination of r5 in the zebraﬁsh (Walshe et al., 2002). These
manipulations disrupted the expression of Hox genes, Eph
receptors and ephrins, leading to severe defects in hindbrain
segmentation (Hernandez et al., 2004; Marin and Charnay, 2000;
Walshe and Mason, 2000). Conversely, addition of exogenous FGFs
was capable of inducing Krox20/Kr expression in ectopic locations
(Marin and Charnay, 2000). These previous results indicated that FGF
signaling is critical for Krox20 and Kr/MafB induction. However, the
mechanism by which FGFs regulate their upregulation remained
unknown.
Ligands
The ﬁrst question is which FGF ligands are responsible for Krox20/
Kr induction. FGF3 and 19 are two likely candidates to be implicated in
this activity, since both are expressed within presumptive r4–r6
domains in the early chick hindbrain. Furthermore, FGF3 precedes the
expression of Krox20, suggesting that this ligand may be upstream to
Krox20. Support for the role of FGF3 comes from our recent study
where loss of FGF3, triggered either by knockdown of follistatin,
overexpression of BMPs or blocking of FGFRs, led to Krox20 and Kr/MafB elimination (Weisinger et al., 2008, and data not shown).
Importantly, our current results provide the ﬁrst direct evidence that
FGF3 is required for Krox20 upregulation, since the speciﬁc elimina-
tion or addition of FGF3 causes a decrease or increase in the
expression of Krox20, respectively.
Noteworthy, in zebraﬁsh embryos FGF3 act together with FGF8 to
induce Krox20 and Val expression in the posterior hindbrain (Maves
et al., 2002; Walshe et al., 2002; Wiellette and Sive, 2004). While FGF8
is not found in the chick/mouse hindbrain, it is possible that FGF19
synergize with FGF3 activity in patterning the avian hindbrain as both
overlap. However, our results showed that MO-FGF3 was sufﬁcient to
inhibit Krox20. In addition, we also found that FGF3 expression
precedes that of FGF19. Thus, we suggest that FGF3 plays a major role
in the induction of Krox20, and that FGF19 may be involved, together
with FGF3 only later in the maintenance of Krox20. Intriguingly,
inactivation of FGF3 gene in the mouse has revealed roles in ear
induction but did not affect rhombomere identities (Wright and
Mansour, 2003). Thus, although it is unclear whether FGF3 also has a
role within the mammalian hindbrain, it is possible that the lack of
phenotype is a result of redundancy with other signals. One possible
candidate is FGF15, the mouse ortholog of the avian FGF19, which has
recently been shown to be expressed in themouse hindbrain (Gimeno
and Martinez, 2007; Saitsu et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2004).
Finally, two other factors, FGF4 and FGF10, are also located in the
vicinity of rhombomeres. It is possible that these signals are also
involved in hindbrain patterning, similar to the opposite activity that
has been suggested for hindbrain-derived FGFs to act on nearby
structures, such as during otic vesicle patterning and differentia-
tion (Alvarez et al., 2003; Kwak et al., 2002; Maroon et al., 2002; McKay
892 K. Weisinger et al. / Developmental Biology 344 (2010) 881–895et al., 1996; Wright and Mansour, 2003; Zelarayan et al., 2007).
However, if these ligands do contribute to hindbrain patterning, their
contribution is not major in inducing Krox20, since as already
mentioned, FGF3 signal is sufﬁcient for Krox20 expression.Receptors
As secreted ligands, FGFs may activate their receptors in regions
other than their domains of expression. Indeed, the hindbrain
distribution of FGF3 and 19 is more restricted than that of all four
893K. Weisinger et al. / Developmental Biology 344 (2010) 881–895FGFRs. This may suggest that FGFs access different receptors at
different concentrations to activate diverse responses. One possibility
emerging from our analysis is that patterning of r3 and r5 by FGF3
may be mediated by different receptor subtypes. This is since at early
stages FGFR1 and 2 are absent from r3 while present in more posterior
regions, while FGFR3 is mainly distributed in the anterior hindbrain.
Support for this hypothesis comes from previous data showing that
different transcription factors mediate Krox20 expression in r3 versus
r5 (Chatonnet et al., 2007; McKay et al., 1994; Wassef et al., 2008). An
alternative possibility regarding FGFRs regulation of r3/r5 identities is
that they mediate Krox20 expression indirectly, since some of the
receptors are absent from the segments where Krox20 is induced. For
instance, it is possible that FGFR1 and 2, which are absent from r3 but
present in the neighboring segments, induce the expression of a
secondary factor that then signals to the odd-numbered segments to
promote Krox20 expression. This possibility is in agreement with a
previous report where Krox20 induction only in r3 was found to be
dependent upon interactions with r4 in the chick hindbrain (Graham
and Lumsden, 1996a). Another putative receptor to be involved in
hindbrain patterning is FGFR4, which although is not expressed
strongly, it covers the entire hindbrain at stages when segmentation is
established. Notably, biochemical analysis showed that the high-
afﬁnity receptors for FGF3 are FGFR1 and 2 (Ornitz et al., 1996;
Partanen et al., 1993), whereas the receptor for FGF19 has been shown
to be FGFR4 (Hitomi et al., 2005; Xie et al., 1999). Thus, it seems
unlikely that FGFR4 may be the only receptor to induce Krox20/Kr
expression, since we show that FGF3 is central in the regulation of
hindbrain patterning.
In addition to inductive roles, FGF signaling may also be required
for maintaining Krox20/Kr expression (Marin and Charnay, 2000).
Indeed, we found sharp differences in the distribution of some
receptors in embryos of 4, 10 and 20 somites, stages that represent the
shift form early induction to maintenance. For instance, FGFR2 is
progressively lost from r5–r6 and appears in the anterior hindbrain
and FGFR3 becomes distributed at even-numbered segments. Thus, it
is possible that different receptors are responsible for the induction
versus maintenance of r3/r5 and r5/r6 identities.
Downstream components
At early stages of development, dpErk seems largely uniform along
the hindbrain, overlapping with the patterns of its downstream
targets Erm and Pea3. This is at variance with the expression of its
other targetMkp3, which is more restricted to speciﬁc rhombomeres.
These data raise the question of how the spatial distribution of ERK1/2
reﬂects the patterns of its downstream factors. It is possible that the
competence to respond to dpERK is not the same throughout the
hindbrain, such that dpERK-sufﬁciency to induce Ets transcription
factors differs from its ability to induce Mkp3.
How the distribution of the receptors mirrors that of the intra-
cellular components is another issue. We and others have shown that
global blocking of FGF receptors reduces the expression/activation of
FGF downstream factors in the hindbrain (Lunn et al., 2007; SawadaFig. 8. (A) Schematic summary of the main sites and variations of expression patterns of
represents half of the hindbrain with the ventral part (V) on the left and dorsal part (D) on
block denoting r2 and the bottom most r7. Each gene transcript is represented by a diffe
varying levels of expression in the rhombomeres. 4 somite-stage: FGF3 is the sole ligan
throughout the hindbrain, while the expression of FGFR1 and FGFR2 seems more segmenta
the hindbrain. 10 somite-stage: Both FGF3 and 19 are distributed in r4–r6. FGFR2 is also ex
whereas FGFR1 and 4 are more spread within rhombomeres. DpErk1/2, Erm and Pea3 ar
restricted expression emanating from r4. 20 somite-stage: FGF3 and 19 are still found in r
evident in r6. At this stage, all FGFRs are also beginning to localize at rhombomere border
shifting to be mostly expressed at r2–r4, and FGFR3 seems in elevated levels in the even-nu
found throughout the hindbrain with somewhat enhanced levels in the dorsal rhombome
Mkp3 is mainly evident in the dorsal hindbrain primordia. (B) Schematic diagram demon
the hindbrain. In wild- type embryos, FGF3 regulates the expression of Pea3, which, in tur
weaker upon inhibition of FGF3 and PEA3 activities, while excess FGF3 and Pea3 resultset al., 2001), indicating that dpERK, Erm, Pea3 and Mkp3 expression
are all controlled by FGF signaling. However, the spatial distribution of
receptors 1–3 is more restricted than that of dpErk/Erm/Pea3,
indicating that neither of these receptors can be implicated solely
for their induction. In contrast, the uniform pattern of FGFR4 is the
most comparable with these factors, hinting that this receptor may be
responsible for their induction/activation. However, the fact that one
of the main hindbrain signals, FGF3, is not likely to signal through this
receptor (Ornitz et al., 1996; Partanen et al., 1993), argue against this
possibility. Notably, Mkp3 accumulation at r4–r6 resembles the
pattern of FGFR2, further supporting the previous hypothesis that
Mkp3 regulation may differ from that of the other downstream
targets. Thus, we favor the possibility that a network of several
activated FGFRs accounts for the diverse patterns of dpErk, Ets
transcription factors and Mkp3 along the AP axis of the hindbrain.
Another existing option is that an additional tyrosine kinase receptor,
not belonging to the FGF family, is also active in the early hindbrain,
resulting in the dissimilar distributions of FGFRs and MAPK signaling
components.
One other aspect of the distribution of the various factors
downstream of FGFs is that both dpERK and Mkp3 are also observed
at increased levels in the dorsal regions of the hindbrain. These
patterns may point towards some additional activities of FGFs in
regulating early dorsal identities of neurons in the future roof plate, as
suggested in the spinal cord (Akai et al., 2005).
The role of FGF3-MAPK signaling in Krox20 patterning
FGF signaling has been previously implicated in the regulation of
Krox20/Kr in the hindbrain (Manzanares et al., 2002; Marin and
Charnay, 2000; Maves et al., 2002; Walshe et al., 2002; Weisinger et
al., 2008;Wiellette and Sive, 2004). Ourwork delves deeper and further
illuminates the mechanism by which FGF3 regulates this process in the
avian model. We show that blocking FGF3 activity leads to the
downregulation of, both, Pea3 and Krox20 in the hindbrain, and that
interfering with Pea3 activity results in a similar decrease in the
expression of Krox20. Conversely, excess levels of FGF3 leads to
increased expression of Pea3 and Krox20, and the latter is also
upregulated upon overexpression of Pea3. These results link, for the
ﬁrst time, FGF3,MAPK/Pea3 andKrox20 in thehindbrain suggesting that
FGF3 regulates Krox20 patterning via Pea3. Notably, a recent study
reported that overexpression of FGF3 leads to increased levels ofMkp3
(Aragon and Pujades, 2009), further conﬁrming our ﬁndings. The
relationship between FGF and Pea3 is corroborated in additional studies
such as in zebraﬁsh embryos where the expression patterns of Pea3 and
Erm overlap with the expression patterns of FGF8 and FGF3 and
inhibition of FGF signaling by MOs or by SU5402 leads to a loss of Erm
and Pea3 (Raible and Brand, 2001; Roehl and Nusslein-Volhard, 2001;
Walshe et al., 2002). Similarly, using overexpression and dominant
negative constructs of Pea3, it has been shown that the induction of the
bHLH transcription factor scleraxis, is regulated by FGF signaling
through Pea3 in the sclerotome (Brent and Tabin, 2004). Furthermore,FGF ligands, receptors and MAPK signaling molecules in the hindbrain. Each column
the right. Every block in the column correspond to a rhombomere with the top most
rent color. The different shades of colors as well as the different patterns represent
d expressed in the hindbrain. FGFR3 and FGFR4 are both very weakly distributed
lly distinct. At this stage dpErk1/2,Mkp3, Erm and Pea3 are all expressed throughout
pressed from r4 and caudally, FGFR3 is mostly distributed in the anterior hindbrain,
e still largely present throughout the hindbrain, while Mkp3 pattern shows a more
4 and both also begin to accumulate in rhombomere boundaries. In addition, FGF3 is
s. Moreover, FGFR1 and 4 keep their homogeneous expression, whereas FGFR2 is now
mbered segments. Activated ERK and its downstream target Erm are continuing to be
res. In contrast, Pea3 andMkp3 are both restricted to even-numbered segments while
strating the suggested link between FGF3 and Pea3 that pattern Krox20 expression in
n, regulates the expression of Krox20 in r3 and r5. The expression of Krox20 becomes
in elevated expression of Krox20.
894 K. Weisinger et al. / Developmental Biology 344 (2010) 881–895FGF signaling was found to be responsible for Pea3 expression in both
the retina and nasal placodeis (Firnberg and Neubuser, 2002; Kathryn
Leigh et al., 2006).
Intriguingly, we show that dpERK and its target gene Pea3 is not
restricted to r3/r5but ismoreuniform inall rhombomeres at early stages.
These patterns would argue that the competence to respond to dpERK in
terms of Krox20 upregulation is restricted to speciﬁc segments. This
possibility is strengthened by the expression of Pea3 in the hindbrain of
20ss embryoswhere higher levels of Pea3 are expressed in r2,r4,r6, while
lower levels are expressed in r3 and r5, areas in which Krox20 is
expressed. This raises the possibility that low levels of FGF signalsmay be
sufﬁcient to sustain Krox20 expression in r3/r5, while higher levels are
required in order for FGF signaling to be negatively regulated byMkp3 in
the adjacent segments. An alternative possibility would be that the
induction of Krox20 occurs non-directly via FGF signaling, such that FGF
signaling induces a secondary factor in the abutting rhombomeres that
then acts on r3,r5. The pattern of the negative FGF regulatorMkp3, which
is expressed at higher levels in the even-numbered segments, may
further indicate that r4,r6 are the rhombomeres that mostly respond to
FGFs to induce this secondary signal, together with preventing Krox20
from being expressed in the even-numbered segments. Notably, also at
embryos of 20 somites, dpERK remains mostly equal along the AP axis,
whileMkp3 is evenmore restricted to the even rhombomeres. Thus, this
FGF negative-feedback loopmay be sustained in these segments in order
to maintain r3/r5 identities in the correct regions, perhaps through
FGFR3, which resemblesMkp3 at segments at this developmental stage.
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